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The Alumni Volunteer Service Award is designed to recognize those alumni that contribute substantially to our fraternity over the
course of a calendar year. The award is presented to alumni who significantly impact a collegiate chapter, alumni chapter, national committee,
or national board; are significant in nature and produce tangible results; reflect favorably on the alumnus' chapter and Beta Sigma Psi; and
have a contribution of sustained and direct nature.
This is an excellent opportunity to say “thank you” to alumni volunteers who have contributed to the chapter/colony active and
alumni groups in addition to the National Foundations and other alumni who serve the fraternity. The nomination package should be prepared
in narrative style and include a description of the alumni volunteer service and contributions for recognition in the Gold Rose. The award is
not intended to be competitive; therefore, the award will have multiple recipients each year, provided each alumnus merits the recognition.
Multiple awards to one individual during a single year will not be awarded, as one award is more than adequate.
There is no specific time requirement to qualify for the award (i.e. 250 hours within 12 calendar months). The Awards Committee
will ensure the service to be honored merits the special recognition for this award. The service recognized by the award shall be voluntary in
nature, be over a period of time (not a single act or achievement), and honor direct support of Beta Sigma Psi; it shall not be detailed or tasked,
nor performed to receive compensation for service performed. The overall level of volunteer participation and impact of an individual's
contributions to a chapter/colony or other Beta Sigma Psi entity is key to determining whether an award is justified.

Applications and supplemental materials are
due January 16th, 2010, at registration for the
National Convention.

Print Form

